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Documenting Danny Marianino's days as a metalhead from childhood into
adulthood, Don't Ever Punch a Rockstar somehow rationalizes playing in a few
hardcore/punk bands, touring, fighting, drinking, internet bullying, celebrity
encounters, satanic curses, house fires, harassment and collecting an
immeasurable amount of hate mail from some of the most illiterate human beings
the world has to offer. Though Oprah will never add this into her book club, it's
still a good lesson in accepting the negative with a laugh and gaining a new
sense of temperance and humility. At the very least I will entertain you with a
campy memoir and a detailed eye-opening account of the chaos that followed the
infamous event that VH1 called one of the Most Shocking Moments in Rock and
Roll. This is by no means the same old autobiography that you have read before.
Don't Ever Punch a Rockstar combine elements of Get in The Van, Emails from
and Asshole and Shit My Dad Says all in one hot mess of a story. Praise for the
book - "Danny Marianino's Never Punch A Rockstar is a sock in the jaw to
punk/metal scene conformity, and it hurts so good! Final score: North Side Kings
2, Danzig, 0." - STEVEN BLUSH, author/filmmaker, American Hardcore "As
trenchant, sometimes funny, insightful and shocking as a punch in the face.
WHICH is incidentally what started this whole ball rolling. A pretty potent look into
the power of image and the punching of the face of arguably a legend of, well,
face punching, Glenn Danzig, and the ensuing firestorm that followed. I'd give it 5
black eyes." -- EUGENE S. ROBINSON, singer for Oxbow & author of FIGHT:
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Ass Kicking But Were Afraid You'd
Get Your Ass Kicked For Asking "With Don't Ever Punch a Rock Star author
Danny Marianino has written an entertaining, humorous and humble
autobiography. The often times laugh-out-loud recollections of Danny's life up to
and following the infamous run-in with the drama-queen of dark metal is more
than engaging and, with the inclusion of hate mail, zany rumors, message board
threats and internet tough guys, you're sure to get a good giggle while learning
what truly transpired that fateful night in Tuba City." - DUSTIN LAVALLEY, author
of Spinner "As we have always said on the streets of NY - don't start none -there
wont be none - and if you do, at least keep your hands up and guard your grill.
Way to K.O. rock star attitudes Danny Boy!" - John Joseph author of The
Evolution of a Cro-Magnon and Meat is For Pussies
In 1845 a blight of unknown origin destroyed the potato crop in Ireland triggering
a series of events that would change forever the course of Ireland's history. The
British government called the famine an act of God. The Irish called it genocide.
By any name the famine caused the death of over one million men, women, and
children by starvation and disease. Another two million were forced to flee the
country. With the famine as a backdrop, this is a story about two families as
different as coarse wool and fine silk. Michael Ranahan, the son of a tenant
farmer, dreams of breaking his bondage to the land and going to America. The
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passage money has been saved. He's made up his mind to go. And then-the
blight strikes and Michael must put his dream on hold. The landlord, Lord
Somerville, is a compassionate man who struggles to preserve a way of life
without compromising his ideals. To add to his troubles, he has to deal with a
recalcitrant daughter who chafes at being forced to live in a country of "bog
runners."In The Time Of Famine is a story of survival. It's a story of duplicity. But
most of all, it's a story of love and sacrifice.
Roary is everyman's dream with her long, beautiful chestnut hair, bright green
eyes, luscious tan skin, and tight, toned body. Roary spent her entire life as an
Army brat and after the death of her father she becomes an exotic dancer.
Through her many adventures with her friend Shelly she finds herself falling for a
Soldier. Between the pain of losing her father, love for dancing, and defying her
own rules, Roary finds herself on the adventure of a lifetime.
From the bestselling author of the Guardian Trilogy comes a new romantic
suspense... On an ordinary day in early September, Kennedy Shaw leaves for
school unaware that within a few minutes the world she knows will be gone succumbed to an outbreak of epidemic proportions. After finding a safe haven
inside the security of her enclosed high school, she learns that four others have
survived, one being a bold, mysterious transfer student from Texas whose
unruffled demeanor harbors more than a cool interest in her. As they struggle to
survive the dead fighting their way inside, will Kennedy discover there is more to
life than survival? And will she and the others find a way to live in this terrifying
new world?
*From International Bestselling authors Callie Hart and Lili St. Germain comes a
tale of two families co-existing in a melting pot of violence, murder and drugs in
the seedy underbelly of New York City* Hell's Kitchen is a serial comprising three
volumes: Hell's Kitchen, Tribeca and Bleecker Street. This Black Romance
contains sexual scenes, violence, and other content which may not be suitable
for readers under 17 years of age. Hell's Kitchen Theo and Sal Barbieri are
brothers, tasked by their Mafioso father Roberto with a very clear purpose:
kidnap Kaitlin McLaughlin. The beautiful daughter of Roberto's Irish enemy. It's
high time Kaitlin was punished for her father's sins-not to mention, her own. And
Operation: Kidnap Kaitlin is a roaring success... until it isn't. When Kaitlin
escapes into the busy streets of New York City, it's a race against the clock to
find her before Sal and Theo become the hunted. Zeth Mayfair has traded his life
as a hitman for a quieter existence, but it isn't long before the past catches up
with him in the form of Roberto Barbieri. Will he succumb to the lure of power that
Roberto is offering? Or will he retaliate by killing every last Barbieri in New York
to get them off his back? Jason Ross is running. Woken in the night by a tip that
the Gypsy Brothers are coming for him, he packs a bag and gets his girlfriend the
hell out of dodge. Arriving in New York City in the midst of a heatwave is one
thing, but being tailed by an entire drug cartel is another. Worlds collide in Hell's
Kitchen as secrets come to light and sins are punished. Because we might be
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different in the light of day, but in the darkness, we're all connected somehow.
Tragedy and heartbreak haunt Gus Scott’s return to his family’s tattoo shop. A
son from a one-night stand and the firefighter who stole his heart await him, but
can he find love again or is it too late to build a new life?
I have a secret. A deep and painful secret that has been feasting on my insides.
Clawing at my heart and lacerating it in a slow and painful agony. If Wyatt thinks
that he can just walk into my life and rattle things up, he's got another thing
coming. He's nothing to me. Scum. Dirt. As good as dead. You see, I have a
secret, but so does he. It's my turn to get my revenge, and I can already taste the
sweetness on the tip of my tongue. No questions asked. My secret stays mine.
His, however, is about to go up in flames. I'll love nothing more than to watch him
burn. He better look out, because this vandal is about to paint his world blood
red. Vandal is an MM romance with hate speech and content that may be
uncomfortable for some readers. While each book in the series ends with an
HEA, this is NOT a standlone and the series must be read in order. Start the
series with Striker: A Dark Bully Romance.
Individuality vs. conformity. Identity vs. access. Freedom vs. control.The bar code
tattoo.The bar code tattoo. Everybody's getting it. It will make your life easier,
they say. It will hook you in. It will become your identity. But what if you say no?
What if you don't want to become a code? For Kayla, this one choice changes
everything. She becomes an outcast in her high school. Dangerous things
happen to her family. There's no option but to run . . . for her life.Indivuality vs.
conformity.. Identity vs. access. Freedom vs. control.The bar code tattoo.
They claw at me in my sleep. My constant companions, haunting me at every
turn. Their whispers shiver down my neck. Secrets that could destroy my only
chance at love. I was born with a curse. And now ... my curse could lead me to
my death. Ronnie has spent her life hiding in plain sight. Ridiculed as a child, she
learned quickly not to trust anyone with the knowledge of her gift. Until one
persistent spirit in need of help won't take no for an answer. Embarking on a
search for the ghost's brother, she's forced to open up to friendship and love.
Unfortunately, she is exposed to grave danger in the process. Will she be able to
stop a madman in time, or will she become his next victim? After suffering
unimaginable loss, Brad takes a nosedive into the bottom of a bottle. Reckless
and out of control, he's in danger of skidding into oblivion until a brush with a
stranger inspires him to drag himself out of his hell hole. In a stroke of luck, he
gets closer to his dark, beautiful stranger than he could've imagined. But the
forces that drew them together are also threatening to pull them apart. Dark
secrets lay buried, waiting to snuff out his happiness. Will he be able to save her
in time? *WARNING: this book is intended for mature audiences due to adult
themes and situations. *
You're never really out until you're dead. That's what the mob bosses, gunrunners and
car thieves of Seattle will tell you, anyway. Zeth Mayfair, ex mafia enforcer, has other
ideas. Since falling for Sloane, he's managed to turn her life upside down. Now, he's
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determined to give her a stable, happy and, most importantly, safe life. If that means he
has to sleep with one eye open and one hand on a shotgun, then that's what he'll do.
Mason Reeves is just looking for a way to take care of his sick sister. Since their mother
left, things have been hard, and they're only getting harder. Prescription meds don't
come cheap, and working as an auto mechanic only pays so well. If he wants to give
Millie the life she deserves, he's going to have to earn it with his fists. And who better to
teach him how to fight than the guy who took down the biggest gangster in Seattle?
You can try to get out... You can try to be good... You can steer clear of trouble... But
it's only a matter of time before trouble comes looking for you. *** Zeth and Sloane are
back alongside a cast of new characters in the new Chaos & Ruin series *** Violent
Things is Book 1 in this, the sister series to Blood & Roses. You can read this book if
you haven't already read the Blood & Roses series! Upon delivery of the book, you will
find an in-depth synopsis of the previous series, should you wish to jump straight into
Violent Things but are yet to meet Zeth Mayfair & Sloane Romera. Of course, Violent
Things will be more enjoyable if you start their journey from the very beginning. If you
choose to do so, the reading order for the Blood & Roses series is as follows: Deviant
Fracture Burn Fallen Twisted Collateral.
SOPHIA 6 Months A lot can happen in six months. A heart can break and heal
countless times. A life can change so dramatically that it's unrecognizable anymore.
Sophia was a ghost, a made up pseudonym on a fake ID that helped Alexis buy beer.
She was never meant to become a real person. She was never meant to live. Breathe.
Hurt. Love. It's funny how one moment can alter the course of a lifetime. Now Alexis is
a ghost, and Sophia is all that remains. But what happens when the threats you're
terrified to acknowledge come true? What happens when your loved ones are in
danger, and facing the past is the only way to save them? The newest prospect of the
Widow Makers Motorcycle club is about to find out. REBEL Louis James Aubertin III
has always been single minded in his goal: bring down the Los Oscuros cartel, and kill
Hector Ramirez for ordering the death of his uncle. Over the course of the last 6
months, things don't seem that cut and dried anymore, though. If chasing down Hector
means endangering the woman he loves, is it really worth the risk? If sending his club
to war against one of the most dangerous cartels in the world means ruining the one
good thing in his life, is the price worth paying? Jamie will do anything to protect
Sophia, but with Hector kidnapping her family members and demanding the greatest of
ransoms, keeping her safe is beginning to seem like an impossible task.
?? AMAZON TOP 25 BESTSELLER ?? #1 New Adult & College Romance Bestseller
Everything changed the night he betrayed me, and now, the game has entered a new
level. Galen did me a favor, reminding me the only person I can count on is myself, and
I'm more determined than ever to avenge my father's death and avoid the destiny
Sinner has mapped out for me. Saint is used to calling the shots, but there are new
rules, my rules, and if he wants me in his life, and in his bed, he'll toe the line. They all
will, because I can't pull this off alone, and they owe me. Sinner thinks he's in control,
but forcing me into initiation plays right into my hands. War has come to Lowell as rival
gangs battle The Sainthood for ultimate power, and I enjoy rebelling from the inside,
placing more obstacles in Sinner's path while I exact my revenge. But I'm not some
innocent thirteen-year-old anymore--I have blood on my hands and lethal enemies on
my tail. I'm playing a dangerous game, especially where my heart is concerned, but
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there's no turning back. I haven't come this far to walk away empty-handed, and the
more secrets we uncover, the more we realize how far-reaching the betrayal and
corruption extend, and there's no choice anymore. The Sainthood must be taken down,
and we're the only ones who can do it. This is book two of three and it's not a
standalone read. Due to dark themes and content, this #whychoose romance is only
recommended to readers aged eighteen and older.
In her dreams, she sees into a medieval past. If she doesn't take control, she'll never
see her future. As a professional author, Molly spends her days escaping into other
people's realities. So it is no surprise that she does the same in her recurring dreams.
But after years of dreaming through the eyes of Tilda, an orphan girl who steals for
survival on the bleak streets of medieval London, Molly discovers that her second-hand
experiences are far more real than she could ever imagine. Determined to find the truth
behind her connection with this street urchin, Molly spends her nights delving deeper
into the medieval London that Tilda calls home. Tilda's benefactor Vespasian, is
another mystery that Molly wants to solve. Although Tilda has very different thoughts
about him. Pursued by devilish forces, Molly must guide her young counterpart through
a hellscape of blood and secrets to discover the true identity of the culprit before both
their realities crumble. Fair Weather is a spellbinding, time-bending fantasy novel. If you
like vibrant historical backdrops, resourceful heroines, and dark heroes, then you'll love
Barbara Gaskell Denvil's supernatural tale of two timelines.
From best-selling author, Kristy Marie, comes Rebellious, the highly anticipated love
story of star-crossed lovers, Aspen and Bennett-characters from the international bestselling novel, IOU. A love... Controlled by guilt... Contained by rules... One summer will
change everything... No kissing. No cuddling. No blah, blah, blah. He wrote the rules
onto our skin-every ink stroke tragically smeared by the lines we'd crossed. He claimed
it was the only way we could be together-the only way we wouldn't destroy our families.
But there was an exception to his rules-one he never saw coming. All I needed was
opportunity and a sunburn. The girl who played by his rules is gone. This girl... is not his
"friend."
Vivia is a hag, one of the last of her race, and can die, visit the underworld and return at
will. She has a job she loves-helping London's most vulnerable supernaturals, even if
her colleague Malcolm drives her round the bend on a daily basis. Then Malcolm is
outed as a zombie and, along with his teenage son Ben, flees the police. When
Malcolm is captured, he is only able to pass on one message before his dead brain
degrades completely: 'He killed me.'As Ben remains missing, the police find decadesold corpses hidden near Malcolm's house, and Vivia begins to realise there's a lot more
at stake than just a possible zompocalypse...
I can't stand him ... and I can't keep my hands to myself ...If my father finds out I'm an
undercover cop I'm a dead man ... and if he finds out I'm gay it won't be much better.
But I'm determined to take him and his corrupt MC down, even if it means working with
Coop to do it. He can't stand me-or any cop-and the feeling should be mutual. Instead
he makes me wish for things I can't have.I've been undercover for so long that I'm
beginning to forget who the real me is. It doesn't matter if being around Coop helps me
remember. He might hate cops, but he's the only one who can see past the mask I
wear to survive.I can't afford to have a heart, and it doesn't matter if I lose my soul. I
need to take down my father's club and end his evil for good. Coop can't be mine when
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I have nothing to give, and if anyone finds out about us we're both dead. So why can't I
let him go?
Daniel Nash struggles to reconcile his feelings of betrayal with his desire to understand
his life. His hopes of uncovering the secrets revealed in his father's journals are quickly
dashed, and he works with a private investigator to discover the truth. Worry about his
wife, Sarah, combines with his efforts to cope with his childhood trauma, an unexpected
death, and the recent revelations. His obsession with the past threatens to destroy his
stable life. Meanwhile, Sarah and her father, Tristan, continue to combat the lingering
discord that developed between them years before but refuse to take their main focus
from Daniel. As he reviews his biological father's efforts to be a good man, Daniel
searches for a way to comprehend shocking disclosures. He questions his own
goodness as he fights not to emotionally withdraw from those around him, especially
the two people he knows will always love him, Sarah and Tristan.
HerTwenty-five years in captivity, never once seeing the world outside the yard of my
captors` home. My chance at escape has finally shown its head. Risking my life, I run. I
run into an unknown world of tall buildings, fast-moving vehicles, loud noises, and big,
scary, biker riding men.I'M FREE...or so I thought.The life I ran from is quickly catching
up. I'm being hunted by the man who thinks he owns me and wants me back. But I feel
safe because I'm protected by the man who wants my heart.But what if that man is
threatened by my past? Will I go back to a life of pain and captivity to save the man who
truly owns me, heart and soul? Or, will I let him risk it all to protect me?HimAs president
of the Infernal Sons MC, everything I do is for my club; my brothers. That is, until the
night a tiny, beautiful, shoeless woman runs into my life...literally.The little slip of a
woman turns my life upside down. Someone is after her and I will do everything in my
power to keep her safe. Because SHE IS MINE, and no one will ever touch her
again.This woman could be the glue that holds my puzzled soul together. But, if I'm not
careful, she could easily be the one who tears it apart.WARNINGIntended for readers
18 and older. This book is highly radioactive due to the amount of "F-Bombs" these
guys drop. Inside you will find violence, abuse and an adult situation or two. So, slip on
that hazmat suit and proceed with caution.HEALTH WARNINGThis book is packed full
of alpha male deliciousness, insta-something and enough over-sweetened romance
that cavities are a real possibility. Keep your dentist on speed dial.
Ten years. Ten endless years I've waited to destroy the man who tore my family apart.
But I never thought I 'd get the chance...until his daughter walked into my tattoo parlour,
looked me in the eye--and had no damned clue who I was. I never planned on falling for
Cassandra Deighton. She's silk scarves and manicures. I'm scars and rage. Yet I can't
resist when she begs for more, my ice queen who burns with enough heat to sear the
soul. I need to end this. Before she finds out who I am. Before she gets hurt. But I'm not
the only one with secrets. We both have our scars, and if the truth comes out, we could
lose everything... Other books in the series: Book 1: Beg For You Book 2: Sin For You
Book 3: Meant For You Book 4: Bad For You Keywords: alpha hero, alpha bad boy,
alpha, protective hero, series romance, contemporary romance, strong heroine, strong
female, sexy romance, romance series, enemies-to-lovers, small town romance,
tattooed hero, tattoo shop, tattoo parlor, Rocktown Ink series
***Badlands is a special edition mini novella, covering themes from both the Blood &
Roses series and the Dead Man's Ink series.*** Michael Aubertin has an arrangement Page 6/13
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one that not only suits him, but also the couple he spends time with, too. No strings. No
questions. No complications. Nothing could be simpler. His work life, on the other
hand... With strange, intense women showing up on his employer's doorstep, dodging
crazed English mob bosses, and dealing with a long-lost cousin on a mission, Michael's
day couldn't possibly get more complicated. Badlands is a short story, released
especially for Christmas 2015. Michael will be receiving his own full-length story in late
2016.
Explores cities as the origin of revolutionary politics, where social and political issues
are always at the surface, using examples from such cities as New York City and
Mumbai to examine how they can be better ecologically reorganized.
In war, there are only three rules. Obey orders. Protect the guy standing next to
you.Stay alive. Cade Preston left the military a long time ago, but he has never ceased
to live by the laws of combat. As vice president of the Widow Makers Motorcycle club,
he's been loyal. He's fought tooth and nail to stay alive. He's shed blood to save the
lives of those who matter to him. And now he's gone and done something he swore he
would never do. He's fallen for the one girl he can't have. Cortina Villalobos is an
untouchable. The daughter of one of Ecuador's most notorious cartel leaders, she is
beyond Cade's reach in every way. Fernando Villalobos is a murderer and a madman.
He will kill anyone who dares look twice at his daughter, and yet Cade can't walk away.
Will he disobey orders?Will he abandon his club? And will taking on the House of
Wolves cost him his life?**Vice is a STANDALONE novel, with a complete beginning,
middle and end. If you would like to read more about Cade Preston, you can find him
featured in both the Blood & Roses series and the Dead Man's Ink series. However,
you do NOT need to read those books in order to enjoy this one.**
Zeth Mayfair's never been troubled by morals before. As one of Seattle's most
dangerous, feared men, he's always carried out the jobs he's sent on without a second
thought. Drugs? Guns? Dirty money? They're all fair game. But girls? Girls are another
matter entirely. When Zeth's employer decides buying and selling kidnapped women is
a lucrative sideline, Zeth's usually uncomplicated life suddenly becomes very
complicated indeed. And his biggest complication goes by the name of Sloane Romera.
As a trauma doctor at St. Peter's Hospital, Sloane's finger is hardly on the pulse of
Seattle's underground crime scene. Her sister is missing and she needs to find her, yet
all doors leading into the seedy world of human trafficking are firmly closed in Sloane's
face. She needs information. What she really needs is help...and help presents itself in
the most unlikely of forms. Zeth Mayfair is terrifying, scandalously hot, and comes fully
loaded with a terrible attitude and wicked smile. He also looks like he's Sloane's only
hope. Can she work with the guy without getting herself killed, losing her job, or falling
head over heels in love? What happens in the dark never stays in the dark.
I hated to play her...But she left me no choice with her betrayal.Star-crossed lovers
doesn't even begin to describe what happened seventeen years ago when I fell for the
one girl I shouldn't have.The forbidden. Our Rival. My enemy.Piper Collins.She was
perfect, despite her family name. Too good to be true... too bad she was a
snitch.Planted to infiltrate our club. I guess ripping my heart out was just a bonus.And
when the truth was discovered, her and her family were dealt with in the only was my
father knew.I buried my feelings, knowing I'd never see her again.But as I try to set my
daughter on a new path, I walk straight into my past, and find myself face to face with
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Piper.And when I did, it all came roaring back. The love, the hate.She played me, and it
was time for my pay back.Because now, I have a game and she's the perfect pawn.
Dear reader, Play You is the fourth and final book in the Rebel Ink series. Are you
ready for one last journey with my dirty-talking, inked-up, British bad boys?
A Collection of Matt Shaw's heartbreaking dramas Matt Shaw does not just write horror.
In fact, when asked what his favourite books are, he often names the tales collected
within this set. Stories of heartbreak, loss and grief - all with an element of hope... A
hope we often forget when dealing with grief. Contained within this collection Heaven's
Calling BOY: Built to Love The Missing Years of Thomas Pritchard (unpublished short
story) Alone Heaven's Calling Josh and Holly could face anything thrown at them all the
time they had each other. Their love would conquer anything and the world was their
oyster. But when a tragic accident tears Josh away from Holly she realises that, without
her husband, she cannot cope and her world begins to crumble; her loss being more
than she can handle. Until, that is, she receives a phone call. Her late husband. The
same time every day; he doesn't appear to know what has happened to him and Holly
can't bring herself to tell him. She isn't even sure if it really is him calling or whether it's
all in her tormented mind. Especially seeing as the calls only happen when she is
alone. Is it all in her head, has she gone mad, or is heaven really calling? Boy: Built to
Love No parent should have to bury their own child and yet that was exactly what they
had to do. Stillborn; a young boy never to open his eyes to take in the world around
him. And now Lucy and Jack's marriage was on the verge of crumbling under the strain
of the grief they struggled to cope with. A grief made worse when the doctors tell them
they'll never be able to have a child of their own due to complications from the last
pregnancy. But what if it didn't have to be that way? What if there was a way of using
science and technology to create a son they could love? What if Jack was able to use
Artificial Intelligence to create A Boy: Built to Love? Is the answer to their problems to
be found within the world of science-fiction or are they setting themselves up for yet
more grief and sadness? The Missing Years of Thomas Pritchard August 3rd. 6:03am.
The tranquil summer's morning was shattered by the desperate screams of Thomas'
mother echoing down the near deserted suburban street. The few people milling about
outside getting ready for their daily business had said they couldn't make out what the
cries were about when they were interviewed. Not initially. Not until Anne, a pretty
woman in her early thirties with shoulder length blonde hair, spilled out onto the street
wearing nothing more than her dressing gown and slippers anxiously calling out for her
five year old son, Thomas, to come out from wherever he was hiding. Eye witnesses
reported Anne was closely followed by her husband Bill - a professional, clean-shaven
man in his late thirties with dark, short hair - half dressed for work in his suit trousers
and unbuttoned white shirt, and that he too looked just as frantic as the mother did. The
year was 2003; the year Thomas disappeared from his home without a trace. * * * * *
August 3rd. 6:03am. A young, fragile looking hand knocked confidently on the white
PVC of the front door to number twenty-two. The hand belonged to a smartly dressed,
skinny fourteen year old, fresh-faced boy. Whilst waiting for an answer to his knocking
he slid a brown leather satchel off his shoulder down onto the floor as though the
weight was too much for him to bear any more. He went to knock again but stopped
himself when he heard the sound of footsteps from the other side of the door as the
freshly woken homeowner came to answer his initial knocking. There was the slightest
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of pauses as keys were twisted in locks before the door opened as much as the strong,
gold, security chain would permit it to. "Can I help you?" asked the homeowner, a frail
looking woman in her late sixties. "Where's my mum?" asked the boy. The year was
2012; the year Thomas came home.
I never thought I’d see her again. We shared one hot night together back in college
before our paths took us in different directions. But now, the most brilliant and beautiful
woman I’ve ever met is back in my life. And the chemistry I remember? It’s more
combustible than ever. Except…our fling is forbidden and must exist only in secret. Her
rules, not mine. I can’t be her forever. I’m not that guy, and even she knows it. But I
can’t stay away from her either. I’m determined to claim not just her body but her
heart, even if that’s the one thing she’s vowed not to give me. A sweet and bananassexy hockey romance you do not want to miss! Grab this sizzling standalone today from
New York Times bestselling author, Kendall Ryan and you’ll automatically get a FREE
bonus scene in his point of view that you won’t want to miss!
A teenage boy uncovers a horrific family secret. A widower seeks vengeance on the
creatures that killed his wife. A drug addled writer stalks the woman of his dreams, a
woman much more sinister than she appears. A federal agent races to find the cursed
relic powering this city full of spooks, spirits, and serial killers. The lives of these and
others will collide in the dark and dangerous streets of Adderlass. A seed of evil was
planted under Adderlass, a city where monsters hide behind masks of humanity and
ordinary people shuffle anesthetized and addicted by the sickly supernatural power
wafting up from below. The city was built over the crystalline skull of a bloodthirsty
beast. Now, the hunt is on for this lost treasure and whoever finds it first will control the
fate not only of Adderlass but of the entire world. Sixteen-year-old Simon Cubbins,
young and naive, may be the key to unlocking the mystery buried in this twisted
labyrinth of hidden agendas. He also unknowingly harbors a secret that could destroy
the Cubbins bloodline. As different characters fight for control over Simon, he will have
to decide whether or not to carry on his family's legacy.

Sophia Sometimes, you don't mean to become another person. Sometimes the
choice is made for you, and pretending is the only thing that keeps you going.
When Alexis Romera is taken and her kidnappers find her fake ID in her purse,
she must become Sophia in order to keep her family safe. Revealing her real
identity to the man she's sold to would be easy enough, but can she trust him?
Hell bent on revenging the murder of his uncle, Rebel doesn't seem all that
interested in playing things safe. In fact, nothing about the secretive, dark and
brooding MC president seems safe at all. Rebel What do you do when the man
who raised you is murdered, and the only witness is kidnapped girl who's being
sold as a sex slave? You buy her, of course. As president to the most powerful
motorcycle club in America, Rebel isn't lacking in power. There are strings the
man can pull, and entire criminal organisations and corporate businesses alike
would fall to their knees. However, along with such power comes intense interest.
The DEA have their eye fixed solely on the MC...and they're just waiting for Rebel
to trip up. Getting Sophia to testify is the only way to bring the Los Oscuros cartel
down. The beautiful, dark haired, dark eyed woman is belligerent and
uncooperative and unlikely to bend to his will, but Rebel has a few tricks up his
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sleeve to make her compliant--he'll charm her until she's bending over backwards
to please him. Of course, falling for her might cause a few hiccups along the
way... * The Dead Man's Ink series contains strong ties with the Blood & Roses
series, but you do not have to have read those works in order to read this one.
The Dead Man's Ink series is contemporary romance story with occasional dark
themes that some people might find confronting. *
Pacific Rim meets Korean action dramas in this mind-blowing sci-fi novel set in
New Seoul in the year 2199.
When Alexis Romera is taken and her kidnappers find her fake ID in her purse,
she must become Sophia in order to keep her family safe.
Face of an angel. Body of a god. And a mouth so dirty he could make the devil
blush... Fix Marcosa's time can be bought with money, but he isn't selling sex.
Murderers, rapists, criminals: if you're on the wrong side of Fix's moral code,
you're in trouble. The kind of trouble that winds up getting you killed. As a hitman
for hire, Fix is no stranger to violence. He's merciless. Relentless. A true savage,
down to the roots of his very soul. You can beg. You can plead. You can pray,
but it won't do you any good. Once the tall, dark stranger arrives at your
doorstep, it's already too late to repent. Sera Lafferty's no stranger to heartbreak.
With an abusive father and a dependant sister, her life has been one of sacrifice
and compromise. As soon as she sets eyes on Felix 'Fix' Marcosa, she
recognizes the darkness in him and makes a vow: she will not get involved. But
trapped inside a motel room with the sexiest man to ever walk the earth? Throw
in some tequila and the storm to end all storms, and Sera finds herself
worshipping at the altar of Marcosa. She knows she made a mistake. She knows
she needs to run. But when she witnesses the assassin at work first hand, she
knows it's far too late. Thrown into the back of his sleek black ride, Sera finds
herself trapped, and in more way than one. Fix is deadly. He's demanding, he's
dirty, and he's determined to claim her for his own. * THIS THE THE FULL BOOK
OF DIRTY NASTY FREAKS*
RebelCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Emma Alexander has been living in San Diego the past eight years building her
career. She’s only been home once during that time. When she rushes home to
deal with a family tragedy, she discovers small towns have long memories.
Circumstances force her to deal with the reason she stayed away so long. Now
she must decide between the life she left behind and the one she’s secretly
yearned for. Jack McElroy has been in love with Emma since they met their
freshman year of college. The last four years of living in San Francisco have
been torturous for him, being away from her. When her promotion moves her
north, fear of ruining their friendship tempers his desire to show her how he truly
feels. Will he be able to profess his love for her or will her ex-fiancé beat him to
the punch?
When the author's mother died he discovered over 200 letters in a shoe box that
his father had written to her during their separation during World War II. Captain
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Lashley was stationed first at a hospital in England as a supply officer and then
as the commander of a prisoner of war camp in France. During those months his
letters tell of the events of his life. Some are boring and seem to be of little
consequence, others are filled with emotional turmoil. Rene Lashley, his wife, has
his fourth child while he is away, moves in with her mother and sister and raises
her other three children. Kirk, the second son, is puzzled by what is happening,
but continues doing those things a normal child does. The book is an effort to
show the common, everyday concerns of all the family members in what is an
unprecedented time in the life of the family and the world. The story is told
through the voices of the soldier, the mom, and the child.
In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, 15-yearolds Day, a famous criminal, and June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him,
discover that they have a common enemy.P. Putnam's Sons.
Haunted by history. Bound by mystery. Lori Chase doesn't know what to think
about ghosts. She may have seen a few in the past, but those were just childish
imaginings . . . right? Only now that she is living in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
spirits seem to be on everyone's mind. The town is obsessed with its bloody Civil
War history, and the old inn that Lori's parent run is supposedly haunted by the
souls of dead soldiers. Then Lori meets one such soldier -- the devastatingly
handsome Nathaniel Pierce. Nathaniel's soul cannot rest, and he desperately
needs Lori's help. Because Nathaniel was not killed in the famous battle. He was
murdered. Lori begins to investigate the age-old mystery, stumbling upon
shocking clues and secrets. At the same time, she can't help falling for Nathaniel,
just as he is falling for her . . . .
In this remarkable memoir-written during her pivotal first years of becoming her authentic selfCaitlyn Jenner reflects on her past as she looks to her future. "Imagine denying your core and
soul. Then add to it the most impossible expectations that people have for you because you
are the personification of The American Male Athlete." Bruce Jenner, the celebrated Olympic
icon and later the patriarch of one of the most famous families in the world, seemed to be living
a dream life of success, fame, and prosperity. But the all-American image and million-dollar
smile belied a lifelong struggle with gender dysphoria, and it wasn't until the sensational Diane
Sawyer interview that the public mask of Bruce Jenner was finally retired, and through the
memorable Vanity Fair piece by Buzz Bissinger, that Caitlyn Jenner was introduced to the
world and set free to exist on her own terms. Since then, Caitlyn has undertaken an arduous
emotional and physical odyssey to achieve the completeness she always felt was missing. In
THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE, Caitlyn reflects on the inner conflict she experienced growing up
in an era of rigidly defined gender identities, and the cruel irony of being hailed by an entire
nation as the ultimate symbol of manhood. She recounts her Olympic triumph, her rise to fame,
and relates how her sense of frustration and shame grew with the passing years and the
lengths to which she had to go to conceal her true self. Caitlyn in turn uncovers the toll that
these personal struggles had on her three marriages and, subsequently, the relationships with
her children. She also talks candidly about her life in the public eye as a member of the
Kardashian clan, what led to her decision to become Caitlyn, and how she, her family, the
transgender community, and the rest of the world has since embraced her new life. Filled with
incredibly personal and moving stories of struggle and victory, of anxiety and fear, and, finally,
of surrender and acceptance, THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE reveals the real Caitlyn Jenner by
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tracing her long and eventful journey to becoming herself.
Necromancy is not a study for the weak at heart, mind or soul. It is a study for those who
desire true mastery over life and death... It is true power - the power to overcome death itself,
to grant one's self immortality and to raise armies of untiring, unflinching and unwavering
soldiers who unquestioningly obey your every command... It is the seductive whispers of
shadows, the chilling breath of a wraith and the wet bloody kiss of a Mohrg... I can teach you
the secrets of necromancy. I can make you immortal. I can show you the paths to power. But it
will cost you... For there is always a price to pay... Servants of Shadow is the latest in our
series of racial guidebooks. We bring you five new necromancy-themed character race options
to fill that dark hole in your hearts. Within are three new races, three templates, new
archetypes and prestige classes, dozens of feats, traits and magic. Everything you need to
resurrect your campaign and necromantic character options!
"The breathtaking scope, complexity and theatrics of this scam and these con men rivals any
Hollywood movie."--Kamala Harris, Attorney General for the State of CaliforniaJoin
International Best Selling Author, Sherrie Lueder and her literary team, Dawn Taarud-Martinez
and Kim Hansen, along with Tyson Wrensch--a former friend, now victim, of the con men as
they untangle the threads of this decade long crime spree filled with twists, turns and jawdropping revelations. With a cast of characters drawn from San Francisco's Castro District,
follow the "Dark Prince" and "the Boiz" as they take you from one con to the next--until a single
brazen act leads to murder. However, the story doesn't end there. Prepare to experience the
dramatic courtroom trials that no one predicted and the shocking ending that no one
expected--not even the judge."Until Someone Gets Hurt" contains exclusive insight into the
methods and actions of the murderers--as told by a "former driver" Dennis Domine.As seen on
truTV.com's Crime Library "Notorious Murderers-Timeless Classics" - "Kaushal Niroula and the
Gay Grifters" and Investigation Discovery's New Series "Forbidden" (Series 1 Episode 9)
"Prince of Darkness", a documentary about Kaushal Niroula (Includes appearances and
interviews with authors Sherrie Lueder and Tyson Wrensch.) ~~~~~~ Characters: Kaushal
Niroula, a/k/a the "Dark Prince", Daniel Garcia, David Replogle, Miguel Bustamante, Craig
McCarthy, Russell Manning, Clifford Lambert, Tyson Wrensch, Dennis Domine, Thomas White
UPDATE: Thomas White died in a Mexican hospital Tuesday, September 10, 2013 of
pneumonia.
"I'm no one's idea of a savior, Jailbait."Creed Hayes wasn't looking for redemption or a happily
ever after, and he sure as hell wasn't looking to save a girl that tempted him beyond all reason.
Sloan Spencer was trouble with a capital T. Too young, too innocent, and too damn beautiful.
She was also alone and damn near defenseless except for the kitten claws she somehow
thought would save her.Taking her home to the club is a cluster waiting to happen, I know it,
and she knows it, but I can't stop myself. Our fates were sealed the second I saw the bruises
covering her body. She's mine now and God help anyone who tries to take her from
me.Warning: Violence, language, and possible triggers.If you love outlaws who live by their
own code and will do anything to protect the women in their lives, you'll love the bad boys of
Southern Rebel MC.Each book is a full-length standalone with recurring characters and all
books are set in the Southern Rebel MC world.
* The Rebel of Raleigh High is the first book in the Raleigh Rebels Series. Please be advised,
this book comes with a trigger warning. Intended for readers 17+ * SilverHit me. Kick me. Hurt
me. Hate me. There's nothing that the students of Raleigh High can do to Silver Parisi
anymore. Over the past year, she's had to endure more pain and suffering than most people
are asked to bear in their lifetimes. She's a pariah, an outcast, a ghost. She's also never been
one to take shit lying down, though...despite what half the football team might say. With only
one hundred and sixty-eight days left of the school year, it won't be long until graduation, and
Silver's planning on skipping town and leaving Raleigh firmly in her rearview mirror... Until he
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comes along...AlexOrphan. Degenerate.Reprobate.Deviant. Alex Moretti's earned most of his
labels, and he's not ashamed of a single one of them. He'll earn far worse before he's finished
with his new found 'friends' at Raleigh High. Having spent years being ground down under the
boot heel of society, it's time for a little payback. And if exacting revenge upon the heads of the
Raleigh elite means he can also help the beautiful girl who hovers in the shadows, then that's
all for the better. Oil and water. Fire and ice. The differences between Silver and Alex are
broader than any chasm. To reach one another, they must take a leap of faith and fall into the
divide. And falling?Nothing good ever came from falling.
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